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THE DESIGN OF A MECHANIS FOR TENSILE TESTING 
IN A LIQUID HELIUM DENAR 

INTRODUCTION 

The mechanical properties of structural materials at 

very low temperatures have received consldorable attention 

in recent years. 3onie of this interest has been directed 

toward developing useable design data on materials ein- 

p].oyed iii low temperature envlronments. Other ntcrests, 

more basic in nature, are primarily concerned with develop- 

in theories which explain low temperature embrittlement 

and low temperature flow and fracture. Lxperimental data 

on the nechanical proprtios of ;iiaterial at very low 

temperatures are in some cases incomplete and in others 

nonexistent. The theoretical researcher, althoiLh making, 

substantial contributions to the understanc1in of the 

mechanics underlying flow and fracture, has to date been 

unable to develop complete theories explaining the observed 

pheno!nena. 

This then points out the need for further low temper- 

ature research. Today most low temperature research is 

carried out in an insulated container called a cryostat. 

A liquefied gas is admitted to the cryostat and the sped- 

men is placed in this environment. The bath holds the 

specimen at the boilir point of the liquid while the test- 

in is bein performed. This technique has beer 
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succes$fully employed when the coolants are liquid nitro- 

sen, hydrogen or oxygen. The transfer and storaE,e losses 

are not excessive and the coo1in of the apìarats to the 

temperatre of the liqid does not consume an excessive 
volume of liquid. This coupled with the relatively low 

cost leaves some latitude for inefficiency. 

However, the heat of vaporization of he1îur is excep- 

tionally low and its cost is high. Therefore, when this 

same technique Is employed, the liquid helium losses become 

excessive and the operation becomes extremely expensive. 

ore sothisticatod cryostats have been built to reduce these 

losses but this results in a higher iitial investment, and 

still does not reduce the losses to generally acceptable 

levels. This high operating. cost and the cost of the 

cryostat have had a pronounced effect on the type of re- 

search oresently being conducted and the extent to which 

this research can be carried. 

The object of this thesis is to destn a system for 

tensile testing at liquid helium temperatures that is 

inex'Densive, efficient, arid eliminates the need for a local 

supply of liquid heli.m. This would then enable the small 

researcher, who is willing to make a modest investment, to 

do tensile testing at the very low temperature of liquid 

helium. 
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The principle feattre of this new des1n Is the util- 

ization of the cryogenic liquid storage and Bhtpp1n con- 

tamer as the teotin: ohaber. For simplicity the design 

presented hereIn will be limited to that portion of the 

£noohanisfn that is subject to low temperatures. It is felt 

that the remainder of the apparatus may be easily con- 

stricted bv the individual researcher to confor with his 

specific testina requirements. 

The potential savings involved in the use of this new 

sjstem are not immediately obvious. The following sections 

will point out the advantages of this new system by corn- 

paring it with existin systems that have been desiíred to 

do similar testin3. 
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MPERATURE TES TIG 

In 1662 Robert Boyle published a paper describing the 

peculiar behavior of' conic nater1al at cubnorrnal temper- 

aturee. heee temperaturee, referred to as low by Boyle, 

were only a little below atmospheric temperature (2:7). 

inee then temperatre have been pushed steadily lower 

and today ternperature as low as O.010K have been achieved 

(26:222). As did Boyle, today's researchers have found 

this reion to he a fruitful source of unusual and unique 

phenomena. 

Emineers today aro faced with many new and unique 

problems associated with the transporti and handling of 

cryoenic liquids. 'or example, in the missile industry 

the design and construction of storae vessels and transfer 

pipes for handling liquefied as propellants i.e a very real 

problem. The enineer desißnin those pipes and containers 

must have adequate information on the low temperature 

properties of structura]. materials in order to desiL;n 

accurately. This requires the development of techniques 

for evaluatin3 materials in loi temperature environments. 

The field of experimental and commercial application 

of very low temperatures has becone known as cryogenics. 

Cryocenic Enjineerin3, then, is the determination of the 

physical properties of materials at low temperatures and 



the practical application of these materials in low temper- 

ature processes. 

Production of Low Teperaturee 

3pecimens are usually cooled to low temperatures by 

imznersin.. ii a liquefied gas. There are many coolant.s 

available for producing low temperatures, but o1 the avail- 

able coolats only those with exceptionally low boiiiìi' 

temperatures are of interest. The liqefied eases that are 

of particular interest are oxygen, nitroEen, hydrogen, and 

heliun. 

Cooling Methods. There are three ways of using a 

liquefied gas for cooling: (1) using the boiling liquid 

at atmospheric pressure; (2) reducing the pressure, thereby 

reducing the boiling temperature; and (3) controlling heat 

îrput to the specimen, thereby elevating the temperature 

of the specimen. 

The following temperatures may be obtained by using 

the boiling points at normal atmoaheric pressure: 

(a) Oxygen 90.1 

(b) Nitrogen 77.3 

Cc) Hydrogen 20.4 

(d) Helium 4.2 

($oirce: 26:37) 

By accirately controlling the pressure on the surface 



of the boiling liquid, the following temperature ranges 

become available: 

(a) Oxygen 54-90.1 °K 

(b) ìitrogen 66-7(.3 

(e) Hydrogen 10-20.4 

Cd) Heiiuui 1- 4.2 

(3oroe: 26:142,143) 

Temoeratres between the boiling points of the gases, 

whether at normal presre or at reduced pressre, may be 

obtained by adding heat to the im:uersed specimen. In this 

case the final teinperature is deterxiined by the balance 

between the heat added arid the heat renoved by the coolant. 

this method is fairly practical when using oxygen, nitro- 

gen or hydrogen. However when heliu: is the coolant, this 

method is extremely expensive. Another, moro sophisticated, 

method has been devised by wessel in which a balance is 

maintained between the flow of' helium vapor into the system 

and the normal heat influx 24:42). 

The specimen itself may be cooled in several ways. 

First, as has already been mentioned, the specimen may be 

immersed in a bath. gecond, the specimen may be cooled by 

directing a cryogenic gas against the specimen. This 

method, while it does produce temperatures above those of 

the boiling liquid, only uses the specific heat of the gas 

during cooling. Third, a transfer medium may be employed. 
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This method allows testina materials that wold otherwise 

react with the coolant. In this technique the testina. 

chamber is filled with a low temperature as such as helium. 

This chamber is then immersed in a bath of coolant such as 

nitrogen. The helium as acts as a transfer medium theroby 

cooli.nß the specimen. This technique has been used ex- 

tensively in cryostats desied for measuring specific 

heats and mechanical properties of materials (26:164). 

Each method of cooling has its advantages, but it must 

he koct in mind that certain methods are more complex than 

others. For example, by ustn the natural boilinß points 

of liquids and by immersing the specimen in a boi1inE liquid 
bath, the apparatus is kept simple and inexpensive, but is 
restricted to only a few specific testing temperatures. 

On the other hand maintainine a constant heat balance by 

oontrollin coolant flow into the testin6 chamber increases 

the co1exity and the cost but allows testing over a wide 

rane of temperatures. In some cases the additional 

versatility of the more complex system may merit this addi- 

tional expense. 

Helium as a Coolant. The above methods of 

coo1in have been used successfully in low temperature work 

but only a few researchers have attempted testinE below the 

temperature of liquid hydrogen (lO-200K). Liquid helium 

(l.O-4.,20i() is a cryoenic liquid available to the 
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researcher for producing temperat.res below that of liquid 

hydro;eri. however, this ref:ri&erant has boe ne1ected 
because of its hih cost, approximately 25 per liter, and 

the larg;e quantities required because of its low heat of 

vaporization (0.65 cal/era3)1. Lhe heat of vaporization 

of' heliuui is substantially lower than that of' hydrogen 

(7.56 cal/era3) or n1troen (25 cal/cm3) (26:37). In fact 

the cooling capacity is eleven to one in favor of hydrogen 

and about forty to one in favor of nitro;en. Consequently, 

until recently, testin.; with liquid helium was not very 

sccessf'ul (5:3). 

decent improvements in insulating and structural 

materials have enabled the construction of more efficient 
stora;e Dewars and botter testing cryostats. Also the 

developnent of better holiva liquefiers has substantIally 

reduced the price and increased the availability of liquid 

helium. 'ihese Laproveraents have made testinr with 1iq.id 

helium more practical. However the cost cf testing is 

still much higher for helium than for other cryogenic 

liquids. 

Previous Tensile Testing Apparatus 

the tensile test has proven to be the principal tool 

or vaorization at 14.7 psi. 
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for evaluating the mechanical properties of materials at 
:Low tenmeraturef3. Other tc3t3, zuch as those measuring 

1rpact, hardess, or cornpresib1lity, yield useful liforma- 

tlon, but the usefulness of the Information is more limited. 
For irmtance, the Charpy or Izad tmact test will only give 

inforiatlon on eney absorption, fracture characteristics 
and tranitton temperatures, whereas the tensile test will 
give data on notch sensitivity, the dependence of stress 
on strain, deformation and fracture mechanics and the 

effects of temperature and strain rate (l2:1O). Irther, 

the information derived froi the tensile test gives the 

engineer and the research rorker the data that they need 

for designing eauipment that will satisfactorily operate 

in a low temperature environment. 

Two recent tensile testinT meohanisms, one by 

MeClintock of the atioral Bureau of .. Standards Cryogenic 

Laboratory and the other by wessel of the Metallurgy 

Department, Westinghouse esearch Laborfttory, have been 

reported as successful for tostin at 4.20K with reasonable 

efficiency (12 24). fhe systems are similar in that 

both employ a cryostet surrounding the specimen with a 

tension rod extending from either end of the contei.ner, and 

both systems are desied for testing between 4.20i. and 

300°K. Since the systems are very similar, only the 

MeClintook apparatus will be discussed. 



Í1cCllntock's equipment WS3 dsi.red to test tensile 
specinieris between 4.2°K and 3000K with a niaximux applied 

load of 5000 lb. ;iîen testing at 4.2°K the oryotat is 
filled with liquid hel.Lu and the desired test conducted. 

Fo temperatures above 4.20K, the specimen is surrounded 

by helium gas (or other cryogenic tases for much hi.:her 

temperatures) and hoat is supplied to the ends of the 

specimen. At the desired temperature a dynamic balance is 
struck between the heat coiductod to the specimen fro:n the 

heaters and the heat reroved by the gas in the chamber. 

To present the technique used by MoClintock without coing. 

into undue detail, the discussion will be siiaplified by 

considering only testing in a liquid holiu:i bath. 

The apparatus consists of three functional elements: 

the refrigerant storage and supply system, the testing cham- 

ber or cryostat, and the nechanisía for applying the load. 

The refrigerant, liquid helium, is stored in a standard 

Dcwar flask and must be transferred from this vessel to the 

testing chamber prior to testin[::. This transfer is acoom- 

pushed with a double walled transfer tube. Helium flows 

through the inner tube and the outer tube Is evacuated 

producing, an insulatinC jacket as shown in Figure 1, pase 

11. The testin; chamber consists of a standard stainless 
steel Dewar vessel 5 3/4 inches in diameter and 16 inches 

hi:h. The specimen is mounted in ßrips which are in turn 
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co;'mnected to two tensile rods. r2hee tensile rods extend 

throu;h a cover on the top and through the sta1n1es steel 

bottom of the container. The mechanism for applying the 

load is the; attached to these rods and consists of a 

standard tois1le testi.n, iacii1nc with oily alight mod- 

ificatiois. 
Operation proceeds in three steps: the precool of 

the test chamber and specinen, the adisuion of liquid 

helium into the chamber, and the actual tensile test. 
Liquid nitroeo is used for precoolin. After te 

specimen has been inserted and the test1n, soctior closed, 

liquid nitrogen is admitted to the chaiber and allowed to 

stand for approximately forty minutes. The object of the 

liquid nitro6en precool is to reduce the initial heat in 

the system prior to adraission of the liquid heliu'i. Larde 

quantities of liquid helium are saved by this orocedure. 

hen the precoci has been completed, the remaining 

nitrogen is removed and ltquid helium is transferred from 

the storage Dewar to the test chamber. he level of the 

liquid helium is niaintaired above the specimen throughout 

the tensile test. 
Once the specimen is completely immersed in the 

liquid heliuu, a delay of about 15 minutes is normal 

practice to allow the specimen to cool to the temperature 

of the surroundin6 liquid. The load is then applied and 
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the specimen i atretched and broken. After completing 

the test any reivain1n heliuim is ro:aoved frori the cha:ther 

and the entIre apparatus Is allowed to warm to room tern- 

perature. cClintock reports three liters of liquid 

helium and two and one-half liters of liquid nitrogen con- 

sumed in each test of approximately one hour duration. 
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FORMULATION Q A W METHOD QL 
LOW TE!PERATUiE T. 3ILE TESTINc 

In low temperature tensile testing the primary problem 

is to cool the eeclmen to the desired temperature and hold 

it at this teiperature lon$ enough to oonplete the tensile 

test. ihile previous systems are adequate they require a 

treat deal of specîalized, exoensive equipment. Further- 

more the therial efficiency of these systems is onera11y 

low and their cost of o3eratioi correspondingly high. 

Iwo of today's most efficient systems, one by 

cClintock and the other by esse1, have reported liquid 

helium consumptions of three and two liters per test, 
respectively. At the present price of liquid heihun each 

test would then cost ;75 and 5O, not ineludin transporta- 

tion and storae losses. with these operatin6 costs, an 

extensive research program becomes extremely expensive, 

and makes any method that could reduce the coolant consump- 

tion, even by a small factor, definitely desirable. ith 

this objective in mind the previous systems will be 

analyzed for their undesirable featÀres. The desii of an 

improved system will then be presented which should sub- 

stantially reduce the consumption of liquid helium per 

tensile test. 
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Analysis of Present Tecbnies 

sentially , conventional low temperature tensi le 

testina constats of enclosing a specimen in an insïlated 

container, flhlin this container with liquid helium, and 

app1yin a tensile load to rods extendine troni the sped- 

men throuah the top and bottom of the container. 

hero are many sources of inefficiency in sich systems. 

The majority of the coolant losses may be traced to three 

soirees: (1) t.ransfer loss; (2) eoolclown losses; and (3) 

conductioi losses. 

The necessity of transferring the coolant from a 

storage Dewar to the testing eryostat constitites one of 

the principal losses. If an evacuated metallic double 

walled transfer tube is used, the helium consumed in cool- 

ing the tube may be as much as ) cm of liquid heliuni 

(26:52). This is a relatively small quantity when con- 

sidered independently but it must be remembered that liquid 
transfer, and thus this cooldown, is necessary for each 

test. This, coupled with the radiation losses, obviously 

becomes an appreciable quantity. 

In the present systems it is necessary to warm the 

entire apparatis to room temperature before the old speci- 

men can be removed and a new test specimen inserted. This 

then requires that the entire apparatus be cooled for each 
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test. Even when the apparatus Is precooled with liquid 

nitrogen, It Is still necessary for the helium to reduce 

the temperature of the apparatus fro 77.30K to 4.2°i. It 

is difficult to estimate the exact liquid consumption but 

a good approximation would be one-half liter or more. 

The conduction losses also form a 'najor proportion of 

the total losses. Throughout the tensile test the tensile 

rods, attached to the ends of the specimen, extend out of 

the cryostat forming an easy path for heat conduction. The 

rodì have nitrogen reservoirs attached to reduce the temper- 

ature difference, but nevertheless appreciable helium is 

consumed. both the cryostat and the Dewar are at 

4.20K. This increases consumption of liquid helium and 

essentially doubles the losses. 
These constitute the principal losses in the present 

systems. A little closer look reveals that the technique 

presently being used is merely an outgrowth of conventional 

tensile testing, the only difference bein in the utiliza- 
tion of an insulated container surrounding, the specimen, 

which holds the refrigerant. At this point it would be 

unjustified to say that this approach is not the best. 

However, considering the undesirable features mentioned 

above, It would seem logical that a nore officient system 

could be devised. 
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A substantial improvement in the efficiency of the 

system would be obtained if a system were devised in which 

the transfer of the helium were unnecessary and the appar- 

atus did not have to be warmed to room temperature between 

tests. 
Uimination of Liq4d Transfer. Elimination of the 

liquid transfer necessitates noving the specimen to the 

coolant rather than the coolant to the specimen. This 

co.1d be accomplished by conducting tensile tests inside 

the 1iqid helium storage and shipping Dewar. ihìs would 

require the construction of a special J)ewar and a special 

tensile testina device which would be inserted directly 

into the Dewar. The conventional Dewar has a very small 

neck to prevent radiation and conduction losses during 

shipment and storage. A tensile testing mechanism that 

could be inserted into such a Dewar would be tnuch too small 

to be of any practical value. Obviously, the neck of the 

Dewar must be redesigned to accommodate a useful tensile 
testina mechanism, yet any enlargement of the neck increases 

the heat flow lito the Dewar. Therefore, the optimum design 

is a tensile testing device with as small a diameter as 

possible to minimize the heat inflow and still allow useful 

tensile testin;. 
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The device proposed for testina in the interior of a 

storaF)e Dewar consists of an outer compression tube, a 

tensile rod running up the center of the tibe and two ri?s 
for ho1d1n the specimen. The propo3ed confi;ration is 

ehown in F1ure 2, page 19. The specimen is attached at 

its top end to the tensile rod and at its bottom to the 

compression colunin by appropriato grips. This column will 

be connected at its upper end to one crosshead of a tensile 

testina machine. The upper end of the tensile rod is 

attached to the other crosshead. The load will be applied 

in the conventional manner. 

pecirnen Intorchaning. The second major of 

the existing techniques is the necessity of cooling the 

entire aparatus after each new specimen has been inserted. 

In the new system the bottom grip will be constructed 

so that the specimens may be inserted, broken and reaoved 

without removing the entire apparatus from the Dewar. This 

will be accomplished by using a specimen with standard 

screw threads. By attachiri the specimen to the L3rip on 

the tensile rod, then lower1n the specimen into the 

column and turning the upper end of the tensile rod the 

specimen may be screwed Into the lower grip. After the 

specimen has fractured, the removal of the broken segment 

from the lower grip will be accomplished by using an 

extractor which will mechanically connect the two parts 
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of the broken pectmen. By turning the tensile rod, the 

bottom half may be unscrewed and the entire specimen re- 
moved from the Dewar. This system le simple and eliminates 

the necessity of removing the compression column from the 

Dewar regardless of' the number of tests run. 

Elimination of the Cryostat. This technique presents 

a means of interchanging specimens. As a result, lt also 

eliminates the separate test chamber, or cryostat. This 

is a substantial improvement in itself. Aside from sub- 

stantially simplifying the systi, the helium losses 

associated with cooling the testing chamber, or oryostat, 

are also eliminated. 

Advantages and Disadvantages. The advantages of the 

new system are then: (1) the 

of transferrin the cryogenic 

of specimens without waring 

atre; (3) the elimination of 

creased speed of testing. 

It must also be realized 

elimination or the necessity 

liqula; (2) the interchanging 

bhe apparatus to room temper- 

the cryostat; and (4) in- 

that the adoption of this 

method incurs some disadvantages, namely: (1) increasing 

the diameter of the Dewar neck also increases the liquid 

losses during storage and shipping; (2) between tests the 

compression column will remain in the Dewar, producing a 

continual heat leak; and (3) while the specimen is inter- 

changeable without reroving the column from the Dewar, 
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the tensile rod rnet be removed and inserted for each test. 

It is anticipated that the advantages of this system will 

be found to outweigh it dlsadvanta3es. 
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The preliminary oosiderations tcide: (1) the 

selection of the structural materials to be used in the 

desißn; (2) the establishment of the machine specifications; 

and (3) determination of the design factor. 

3tructurai 4gerial $election. In selecting struc- 

turai materials for use in this machine, several factors 

had to be considered. Desirable materials should: 

1. be corrosion resistant 

2. have high 

3. have reasonable ductility at low temperatures 

4. have low thermal conductivity 

5. have low specific heat 

A detailed discussion of each of those parameters is in- 

eluded in the appendix. 

Four motals,--tltanium (6A1 - 4Va), stainless steel 

(type 310), and monel (67141 - 3OCu - l,4Fe) have been suc- 

cessfully used for low temperature structural materials. 

Therefore, these three metals were evaluated to determine 

the optimum material for this desi:n. The titanium alloy 

zas found to be far suorior to either stainless steel or 

raonel in all factors directly affecting helium consumption. 

It must be kept in mind that the titanium alloy, while 
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demonstrating. superior properties with respect to rainLniz- 

in mass and heat flow, has border-line ductility. 3tain- 

less steel has better ductility at low ternperatres and 

will be used where heat flow is not critical. Other com- 

ponente, which neither carry load nor are in a heat inflx 

path, are made of alpha-brass (7OCu - 3OZn) because of its 

better machinability. 

ihe achine eciftcatjns. For minimum helIum con- 

sumption the specimen should have the minimal mass and 

size that will still produce reliable test data. dowever, 

mechanical properties are most often quoted in terms of a 

relatively large specimen with a sauge diameter of .505 

inches and a maximum diameter at the threads of 0.75 inches, 

a gauge length of 2.00 inches and an overall length of 

rou:hly five inches. It was felt that the apparatus shoild 

be capable of testing specimens of the same sause section 

dimensions in moderately strong alloys. All factors having 

been considered, the standard 0.505 inch diameter cylind- 

rical test specimen with threaded ends and a two inch aue 

lenth was chosen for testina. 

It would be desirable for the machine to be capable 

of testing specimens of the strongest known materials. A 

machine to test high-strength specimens would req.ire a 

rather massive mechanism which would provide an easy path 

for heat influx. ieurthermore, low temperature information 
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on ultra high strenßth materials is not in as much demand 

as information on the lower strength materials. To test 

with reasonable efficiency and at the same time test ìiiater- 

lais that are isef1 to the designer, a maximm soecimen 

strength of 100,000 psi was arbitrarily selected. The 

0.505 inch diameter specimen has an area of 0.2 In2. To 

obtain a 100,000 psi stress in this specimen, a 20,000 lb. 
load must be applied, and therefore the entire apparatus 

must sistain a maximum load of 20,000 lbs. 

It. has been oolnted out that the tensile testing 

apparatus wo1d be inserted directly into the liquid heliim 

Dewar. To minimize the loss of helium, the diameter of 

the Dewar neck must be keot as small as possible. ihis 

then requires that the tensile testing apparatus must be 

designed with the m&nimum diameter. Preliminary calcula- 
tions showed that a 20,000 lb. tensile testing mechanism 

co1d be deainod with a i 7/8 inch outside diameter. 

This idea has been proposed to Linde Company. They 

have agreed tat the design has possibilities and have 

eubnitted a tentative design for a Dewar that might be used 

for shippinß, storage and testing (Figure 3, page 25). 

The specifications for a tensile testing raechanism to 

be used with the Dewar proposed by Linde Company are: (1) 

the maximum column dIameter-- 1 7/8 inches; (2) the column 

lenth-- approximately 30 Inches; (3) the specimen selected 
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for testirì3--cylindrlcal type with threaded ende, a 2 Inch 

sauge length and 0.505 Inch diameter test section; and (4) 

the maximum load--.20,000 lbs. 

The Des1n Factor. As in all desins, a design 

factor2 must be incororatod to insure safe operation. The 

actal nnerical value of this factor Is determined by the 

specific item beine. designed, but in general a factor of 

two was emplored. 

JsIn this factor, the mass of the systera may be some- 

what reater than is necessary, but because the notch 

sensitivity of the desi&:n materials is not accurately known, 

it la felt that a desl5rl factor of two is reasonable. The 

desIgn strengths of the various materials are included in 

the appendix. 

Des1gj, Features 

The general configuration of the a2paratus has been 

presented and the necessary specifications and design 

criteria have been established. The following Is a general 

dIscussion of the desIrn features. ?imìre 4, page 27, is 

an overall drawing showing the echanism as it will be 

assembled. All of the details aro not apparent from this 

figure, therefore several other figures have been included 

2The design factor is the yield strength divided by 
the design strength. 
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to depict the niore intricate coponoit. The design draw- 

in&;a and calculations of each component are included in 

the appendix. 

Column. The basic member of the apparatus is a colimn, 

30 inches long with an outside diameter of i 7/8 inches. 

The specimen, and the entire stricture for supporting and 

loading the specimen and for measuring strains, must be 

confined to this area. A preced1n; section has pointed out 

that alloyed titanium was the nost desirable construction 

material; however, titanium tubing in the desired diaeters 

was not immediately available, Therefore, aListenetic 

stainless steel type 310, the next best strLJctral nater- 

ial, was used for this component. 

There are two modes of failure that may occur in a 

column of this type: compressive failure or bucklin;', 

failure. Calculations, as shown in the appendix, based on 

the compressive load indicate that a wall thickness of 

0.0825 inches is necessary. 

Difficulty was encountered in obtaining stainless 

steel tubing of the wall thickness specified by these cal- 

culations. Therefore, stainless steel type 310, tubing 

with a wall thickness of 0.125 inches was used. This 

column was checked for bucklin and found to be adequate. 
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Lower i3a11 and ¿ocket Joint. Accurate specimen a1in- 

ment with the ax1 of applied baa is extree1y important 

when investiatin materials that possess only marEinal 

ductility. Axial allcnment becoiies an absolte necessity 

when investiatinß trie ductile-to-brittle transitions in 

rnaterials at low temperatures. everal methods are avail- 

able for accomplishing this. £he oie adopted in this 

desicn is the spherical segment mati with a spherical 

socIet, as shown in Fiure 4, page 27. The optimum design 

would be a very sriall spherical segment with the specimen 

mounted at its center. This would minimize any friction 

moments, and thereby reduce the possibility of non-alin- 

ment. 

Another factor to consider In desIgning the ball and 

socket jOiflt is the unavailable liquid helium i:' the bottom 

of the Dewar. As testin proresses, heliu:a will be con- 

sumed and the level of the helium In the Dewar will be 

lowered. At sorne point the helium will no longer cover the 

speeImet, and testinb iaust be terminated. The remaining hei- 

Iwn in the bottom of the Dowar uust 'be considered tnavail- 

able as it cannot be used for tostin. One method of minimiz- 

inc. this loss is to insure that the specimen io as close to 

the bottom of the Dewar as possible. As the specimen 

screws directly into the ball at the bottom of the column 

it is obvIos that the use of a small spherical segment 



ulnirnizes this helium loss. 

A more desirable approach to this 

to construct a Dewar with a depression 

bottom. The bottom end of the testing 

then be placed in this well, which 

ization of a greater percentage of the 

been approached with this idea, but is 

to adopt it. 

the radii of the ball Segment and 
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problem would be 

or well in the 

apparatus could 

Là allow the util- 

helium. Linde has 

reluctant at present 

the socket is 1.5 

inches. Jth the socket and ball are constructed from 304 

stainless steel. Titanium could be used; however, the 

joint is not in a heat influx path, therefore low thermal 

conductivity is not necessary. Also, the size of the ball 

necessitated by construction procedures precludes any 

strength considerations. Therefore stainless steel has 

been used because of its better shock resistance and 

ductility at liquid helium temperature. 

To prevent the separation of the ball and socket when 

the specimen has been removed from the test section and to 

prevent rotation when the specimen is screwed into the 

ball, two alpha-brass screws, 1/8 inch in diameter pass 

throuEh the outer edges of the ball d into the seat. 

ihe holes passing through the ball are s .fficiently large 

to allow free movement of the spherical segment. 

..;pper Tjniversal Joint. As was the case in the lower 
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joint, Jpec1Lnen a1ignznt requires that a univerEa1 jo1rt 

be used in the upper x'1p. However, the maxim diameter 

of the upper grip is eeverely restricted. The inside diam-. 

eter of the eompress1v oolurnn is I 5/8 ireh but thie Is 

ftrther rediced by the two pueh rods needed for trarsrnIt- 

ti rip rnovenent for nieasurin strain. These pish rods 

niust pass the u:iiversal joint freely. The dianieter required 

for the peh roda is 3/8 inch, therefore the maximum diam- 

eter of the upper universal joint is i. 1/4 inches. 

Considering these requirements, the upper universal 

joint is designed to consist of two yokes with a ball i 

the center as shown in Figure 
, 

page 2. An adaptor con- 

nects he open end of the yoe to the lower end of the 

tensile rod. A similar adaptor connects the lower yoke to 

the upper end of the specimen. To prevent the open ends of 

the yokes from co11apsin under load, a tapered plus is 

inserted between the ends of the yokes. ;hex the yoke is 

screwed into the adaptor the plug forces the threads ot 

a8ainst the female threads of the adaptor, thus fori a 

tight connection. 

3tren.th is important in the pper universal joint 

and adaptor, and heat will be conducted through this joint. 

Therefore, titanium was chosen for its construction. The 

design computations associated with this component are 

incltdod In the appendix. 
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Ten9lle od. The tensile rod (1ure 4, . e 27) Is 
centrally located in the outer column and extends from the 

eroso head of the tensile testing machine to the upper uni- 

versal joint in the tetinç: space. This rod, one of the 

principal strct.ral merabers, will transmit a substantial 
proportion of the heat influx irto the Dewar. It is essen- 

tial that this member be dee1ned so that this heat influx 
is minimized. 

To reduce the heat influx a liquid nItrogen reservoir 
is attached to the upper end of the rod, shom in Figure 4, 

page 27. ;ithout this reservoir the heat transfer would 

take place from room temperature (approximately 300°K). As 

the rate of heat flow is a ftnction of the temperature 

difference, it is obvious that this reservoir will reduce 

the heat influx, 
To further minimize the heat flow, the tensile rod is 

constructed from titanium. .îen testing, the upper end of 

the rod will be at room temperature, the central portion 

will be at liquid nitrogen teperature and the bottom seo- 

tien will be at 4.2°K. The design strength of titanium at 
these temperatures is 65,000, 95,000 and 125,000 psi 

respectively. The diameter of the tensile rod was stepped, 

as shown in Figure 4, nage 27, to accommodate the decrease 

in strength as the rod approaches ambient temperatre. The 

desir, details of this rod are in the appendix. 
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.r'xtractor. One of the primary advantates of this 

system IB the possibility of interchanin teat specimens 

witho't the removal of the entire apparatus from the liquid 

heliLmi coolant. This requires the design of an extractor 

that will remove a broken Bpecimen. 

Tue extractor consists of a slotted torsion tube that 

is attached to the rnpor grip and the lower shoulder of the 

specimen as shown in FIGure 6, pase 35. The extractor is 

constructed from alpha-brass because of its better machin- 

ability. The tube has an outside diameter of i 3/8 inch and 

a wall thickness of 0.032 inches. The tube is attached to 

tihteninß two set screws at the bottom end 

of the tube. These screws contact the lower shoulder of 

the specimen and remain attached throughout the test. Two 

pins, attached to the grip, are inserted into the two slots 

in the tube. The slots allow elongation of the specimen 

durino loading. The parts are sufficiently free to prevent 

damage which might be caused when the energy absorbed by 

the apparatus durin; ioadth is suddenly released when the 

specimen fractures. 
Jpeciinen. The p.505 inch diameter, 2 inch auge 

length threaded end specimen shown in the appendix (Figure 

19) was selected for testin. lie dimensions are as set 

forth in AJT;u 3tandard ro. 3-577,V but to accommodate 

the clampin of the extractor to the specimen the length 
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of the lower shoulder of the specimen must be somewhat long- 

er than is required by the ASTM standards. This od.1flca- 

tion is within ASTM specifications and test data will not 

be affected. 
xtensoineter. E1onation is measured i? several ways. 

The preferred method is to attach an extensometer to the 

secimen gauge section$ and measure the elonation between 

gauge marks. This is not practical in the situation beine 

considered. kn easier way is to measure crosshead movement. 

This is sl1htiy less accurate, slice the elastic extension 

of the tensloi rod and the elastic shortening of the corn- 

pression cylinder form part of the eloriation measurement. 

The method which has been adopted here is to connect 

a push rod to the top grip and attach another psh rod to 

the top edCe of the extractor, as shown in Figure 4, page 

27. An elongation of the specimen causes relatIve displace- 
merit of the rods equal to the displacement between the ends 

of the specimen. Thus, by attaching strain measuring equip- 

ment to these rods, the elongation of the specimen can be 

measured. The two push rods are constructed fron 3/32 

stainless steel rod 27 inches long. The method of attaching 

the2e rods is shown in Figire 6, page 35. 

Th.2. oln Mount. The frame supporting the column 

must be sufficiently rljid to prevent both warping and the 

storage of excessive strain energy during loading. In this 
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design it conaistc of a four inch d1aieter titaniim collar 

thtch i bolted to a fabriczted tainle&s steel I" beam 

as ho'm in E'iure 4, pase 2'. eat leaks throuJi these 

nassive menbers must be miiinized, This is accomplished 

by attach1n a liqid ritroen reservoir to the upper end 

of th column. This reservoir serves the sazne purpose as 

the reservoir on the tensile rod. 

The mechanism developed at Creon ¿tate College moor- 

porates a special tensile tc-tin machine for applyin the 

load. The fabricated stainless steel beam, as shown i 

Fiire 4, paso 27, will be attached to the fraework of the 

machine. A sec1al machine is not necessary, however. 

133' desiSnin a suItable adaptor a standard tensile test- 

mn machine say be employed as shown in Figure 7, pase 38. 

It must b kC)t in mind that the cross heeds are usually 

made from ferrous metals which may become very brittle at 

low temperatures. ifl this case it becomes necessary to 

adequately insulate the croseheads tron the lo temper- 

atures. It is felt that those modifications are not too 

difficult and will depend to a great extent on the type of 

apparats svailable. 

Tc Precool Apparatus. It is necessary to precool 

the apparatis before insertion into the Lewar. The most 

effective technique is to inmerse the apparatus in the 

precool liquid. Because of its lo price, availability, 
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and low bo111n point, uiq1d nitrogen will be uBed. 

The precool apparatus COnSIStS of a 3 1/2 Inch diam- 

eter steel tthe, 37 Inches long, with 1/8 Inch thick walls 

as shown In Figure 20 (appendix). This tube Is rnointed 

vertically over the Dewar and is adequately Inslated. A 

swinging door arrane:nent is provided at the botto: that 

will seal the chamber and further prevent liquid nitrogen 

loss. A styrofoam cover is provided with two holes; one 

for admIttInc the nitrogen and the other for the handling 

rod. 

pporting Equipment. This thesis has primarily dealt 

with the components that will be sbject to the extremely 

low temperatures and no mention has been made of the quIp- 

ment necessary for supportln and a11nin these low temper- 

at'ire components. The mechanism for applying the load and 

the method of attaching and mounting the Dewar fall into 

this category. However, the only piece of supportin: equip- 

ment that has an appreciable effect on the operation is the 

apparats for mount1n{ the Dewar so that the tensile rod 

may be easily inserted into the Dewar and still enable easy 

connection to the tensile testing machine. To accomplish 

this the Dewar is mounted on a hIried platform that swins 

approximately 930e The precool apparatue Is located so 

that the Dewar may be positioned directly under the pre- 

cool chamber. After inserting the precooled tensile rod 
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Into the Dewar, the Dewar and platform may be swung 

approximately 45 to 90° until the Dewar I aligned with 

the testIna machine. Qiok release clamps are used to 

secure the column top to the one croeshead and a threaded 

couplIng, secures the tensile rod to the other orosehead. 
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TESTING PROCEDURE 

The performance of this system depends on the speed 

of testinp,. Therefore a hih1y efficient testinß pro- 

cedure conststs of four steps: (1) precooling; (2) inser- 

tion of the tensile rod; (3) attaching and applying the 

load rntil failìre; and (4) removal of the tensile rod. 

Step 1, Precoo1in 

The specimen is screwed into the rip on the bottom 

of the tensile rod. A one-fourth inch diameter handli% 

rod is screwed into the top of the tensile rod. the tensile 

rod is placed in the precool chamber. The split rina styro- 

foam cover is placed on the top of the precool chamber and 

liquid nitroon is admitted to the chamber. As the liquid 

nitro,en is admitted it will fill the reservoir which is 

attached to the tensile rod. L1he procoolin of the tensile 

rod will take ten minutes or less. 

Step 2, Inserti 

The Dowar is now positioned directly under the precool 

chamber. Any excess liquid nitrogen in the chamber is 

dra±ned off and the door is opened, Jy use of the handlin:; 

rod the tensile rod is lowered into the Dewar. The handling 

rod is then removed. 
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tep 3, Applytn the Load 

The iJewar is swung into position under the tensile 

testina machine. The bottom threads on the specimen may 

be screwed into the threads in the lower bal]. and socket 

joint by trnin the pper end of the tensile rod. The 

column head is attached to one cross head and the tensile 

rod is attached to the other cross head. The extensorneter 

is attached and the load is applied. Some time during the 

above operation a second tensile rod with an attached 

specimen is inserted into the precool chamber. 

S tp 4, deaoval of Broken 3pimen 

:hen the specimen has failed the Dewar is detached 

from the cross heads and swung away. The broken specimen 

may be unscrewed from the lower ball and socket joint by 

turning the upper end of the tensile rod. The tensile rod 

and broken specimen may now be removed from the Dewar. 

Additional Tostjn 

The Dowar is now ready to receive the second tensile 

rod, which has already been placed in the precool chamber 

and is ready to be inserted into the Dewar. The broken 

specimen is removed from the first tensile rod and a new 

soecimen attached. All steos are repeated for each addi- 

tional test. 
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IVAL LJATI ON 

The proposed din ha.s svera1 potert1a1 advantar,es. 
HoTev(r, lt irust be keot in i1nd that lai oltm1nat1nc. the 

dissdvanta:e of the eistin systern, ' .. ev soirce of In- 

efficiencIes ere cro.td. thether or 'ot this systen Is an 

Iìnproveient over present ay syster may only be determined 

by a conparisor of operattn, efficiencies, or he1iu losses. 

Data on the helim losses of present ds.y systems re readilj 

available, but the new syster . has not been testact to dato. 

Therefore, it will te neeessary to an1yttca1ly eva1ate 

the he1tu losses of the new eyetei. This oalculated hei- 

lum consu'iiption il1 be or1y an approxi'nation but it ehoid 

tve a ood Indication of the expected efficiency. 

'ost research workers dc not have a beiim liquefier 

Inrnediately available. They muet have the liquid helIim 

shipped fro the liquefaction plant to their latoratory. 

The heliui lost during shipneot then affects the overall 

efficiency and riust be considered. To insure an accurate 

comparison, the efficiencies will be based on the total 

helium purchased divided by the number of test runs, and a 

shlppin time of two days will he assumed. 

EffIciency of Present yotem 

It is a fairly simple matter to calclate the effi- 

ciency of the apparatus operated by Wessel and 
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wessel reports a hel1i a conswaption of two liters per test 

and McClintock reports three liters 2er test. ì3ecause 

Wessel reports the best efficlencj his aparat2s will be 

used as the standard for comparison. 

A conventional Dewar generally loses about two per 

cent,3 or one liter per day, d.rin5 storage and shipment. 

eesel reports that one test can be rn.n per day. This then 

results in a heliim consumption of three liters per day of 

testing. During the two days the Dewar is in shipment, two 

liters will be lost, leaving 43 liters available at the 

laboratory for testin.. 3ixteen tests can then be runì in 

16 days, and the overall efficiency becomes: 

50 liters = 3.12 liters per test 
16 tests 

ifficienoy of the Proposed iystem 

The efficiency of the proposed system is not as easily 

determined. First, the storage losses of the new Dewar 

must be established; second, the helium consuned durin, 

testing must be calcilated; and third, the losses in the 

form of unavailable helium must be determined. 

Storage Losses. Linde estimates that the stora:e 

losses for their proposed Dewar will be ten per cent per 

3The per cent loss is based on the volume of the Dewar, not 

on the liquid helium in the Dewar, at a specific tine. 
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day. However, lt is shown l: the appendix that this osti- 
mate is extremely high when compared to sinl1ar Dewars with 

coiventlona1 necks. It is felt that a more reasonable 

approximation would be 6. per cent per day. Based on this, 
the helin consumption would be 6.5 liters for 2 days ship- 

pinß time and 3.25 liters for each additional day in the 

laboratory. 

Consumption Durin Testl,. In calcu1stin the heliun 

consumption during each test, fonr effocta must be consid- 

cred: the fritial heat extraction, and three typos of heat 

transfer,--conductlon, radiation and convection. To sim- 

plify the probleim, the radiation and convection losses wil]. 

be ne1ected because of their sna1l magnitude when compared 

to the conduction losses. 

The helium lost durin testina is then a result of the 

following: 

le cooling the column 

2. heat conducted down the column 

3. cooling the tensile rod for each test 
4. heat conducted down the tensile rod during 

each test. 
The precool chamber Is provIded to reduce the coolln 

losses, and the nitroen reservoirs on the tensile rod and 

column are provided to reduce the conduction losses. It 
Is assumed that these devices are operatIn: effectively. 
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The he1im consumed in each 01' the above four devices 

has been calculated in the appendix. The coolin; of the 

column consumes approximately 2.12 liters. The heat con- 

ducted down the column consumes 0.495 liters per hour. 

If testin; is completed in ten hours, this becomes 

4.95 liters due to conduction. 

The he1im consumed in cooling, the tensile rod depends 

on the nimber of tests run, and the heat conducted down the 

rod depends on the time the rod is in the Dewar. The 

helium consumed each time the column is cooled is 0.658 

liters, If "V1" is the total volume of helium consumed by 

rod (j:jfl! testina, and ' is the number 

of tests run, then: 

vi = (0.658)N (1) 

Assuming that each test will take fifteen minutes, the 

helium consumption due to heat conducted through the 

tensile rod is: 
V2 = (0.l155)()(::) = 0.O288 (2) 

The total losses due to the tensile rod duriri the testina 

day are: 

vtot = O.658N + O.0288 0.686 (3) 

'inavai1a1 Helium. As was discussed in the desin 

section a certain portion of the liquid at the bottom of 

the Dewar will be unavailable for testin8. However, 3wim 

( 21:498) has carried out experimevlts o the vapor 
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ternperatre immediately above a he11m bath and has shown 

that for about four eerttheters above the liquid the vapor 

tenperature is very close to the temperature of the 1iq1d 

he1in. Therefore the specimen need not be conip1ete 

innersed in the liquid to insure temperatures of approxi-. 

rnately 4.2°i. On this basis it will be possible to eondct 

tests for a short time after the liquid falls below the 

upper aue point on the specimen. It will be assumed 

that the minimum liquid level will be a3proximately one 

and one-hair inches froa the bottom of the Dewar. The 

liquid hell mi that te unavailable will then be aprroximately 

four liters. 

Overall Efficienci. Assuming that the Dewar is in 

shipment for two dars and that testing starts at 3:YJ A.... 

and is completed at 6:00 P.. on the third day, the over- 

head losses aro: 

1. two day shipping losses 
2. normal storage losses (0:01 am 

to 6:00 ;m on the third dai) 
(18 hr)(O.135) liter/hr 

3. coolIng the column once 
4. conduction down the column 

10 hr day 
5. unavailable helium 

overhead iosses 

From the original O liters this leaves: 

50 - 20.03 = 30.00 liters. 

6.50 liters 

2.43 
2.12 

4 95 
4 
20.00 liters 



k'roin eqÀatlon (3): 
30 1iter = 0.686 

= 43.7 or 43 tests. 
This then gives an overall efficiency of: 

_3lit_1 ,- liter eff_ 
43 tests test 

These calc'lattons have necessarily incorporated many 

assuuptions. The est1ated consumption of 1.16 liters per 

test Is, however, a reasonable ;uide. hen this conaump- 

tian is conpared to the 3.12 liters per test as calculated 

on pase 44 for Jeseel's apparatus, it is apparent that the 

new syste:n is better. Even if the efficiency of the pro- 

posed sïn were 3ornowhat less than that calculated, It 
is unliiely that it would conaune as much aa 3.12 Ïi.ter 

per test. 



QÇLMMENT3 kQ OONCLUSIOJ 

The purpose of this thes13 was to de6ir a tensile 

testina rneohanisn that erp1oys the liquid hel12m shipping 

end storac Dewar as t,hc testín chaiber. The resulti 

destn has ierits of simplicity, low cost. and efficieflcy. 

The efficiency has not been accurately established becaise 

the mechanism has not beer] tested, but the calclated 

efficiency indicates that this design is far superior to 

exist1n systems. 

To the knowledge of the author, this is the first 

attempt at uain the liquid helium 5hippin and storage 

Dewar as the teatina chamber, and this desin is a definite 

improvement over the exictin systems. however, there are 

several modifications of this desi'n that would iraprove the 

p erf o rrnan ce . 

The unavailable liquid at the bottoui of the Dewar has 

already been mentioned. A Dear with a narrow sump or 

depression in the bottom would eliminate most of this loss. 

The coiipression column constiti,tes one of the princ- 

ial paths for heat influx, The column used in this design 

is stainless steel. Titanium would be better thar] stainless 

steel hut t1tan1im t'be of the desired type is unavailable 

at this time. Oreon Metallurgical Corporation has 

reported, however, that there is some work beine done in 
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this field and at some futire date titanium tub1n, may 

become available. The adoption of the tltanlnn t,be in 

hei of the stainless steel tube would substantially reduce 

the conduction losses. iven Lacre important, it would re- 

duce the cooldown loss to about one liter. 
The compression column iay be further imoroved by 

utilizin pressed contacts as reported by i1te (26:93). 

1Jain this innovation the compressive load is carried by a 

stack of thin ietallic dishs or washers. This results in 

many disoontinuities in the direction of heat flow and re- 

duces the normal thermal conductivity by a factor of ten 

or more. A stack of these washers 30 inches lonr would 

become unstable and therefore only a short portion of the 

colmn could be replaced by the washers. ven so, it Is 

believed that the resulting overall thermal conductivity 

would be substantially reduced. 

The necessity of inserting and remov1n;; the tensile 

rod for each test is inefficient. It would be more desir- 

able to remove only the specimen. A tubular tensile rod 

m1ht prove a solution to this problem. If properly de- 

signed, the specimen and only a minimum of the attached ap- 

paratus could be withdrawn through the hollow interior of 

the tubular tensile rod. This would eliminate the necessity 

of cool1n, the tensile rod to the temperature of liquid 



helium for each test. 

Laturally, the first atteapt at isth the storae 

iJewar as the testing chasnber was directed toward the 

tensile test as this is the most ìseful. However, it is 

conceivable that other tests lend themselves to this tech- 

nique. For instance ipact testing usina a Torth American 

HYGE Actuator would be practical. Also torsion testing 

and fatigue testing are not beyond the realm of possibility. 

To date little worh has been done on testing at liquid 

helium temperatures because of its high cost and exper- 

imental difficulties. However, by using the technique pro- 

posed in this thesis it may be expected that the increased 

efficiency and simplicity will make tensile testing in 

liquid heliuia, as well as other types of testing at liquid 

helium temperatures, much more practical. 
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SJ.ECTIQN Q STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 

.Leveral properties must be considered in e1ectin, 
a ïaterial for low temperature se: 

1. The material should be corrosioL resistant 
to prevent corrosion in the presence of condensed 

iioisture. 

2. The strength of the material iust be high 

to keep the cross section area snall and thereby 

minimize the path of heat influx. High strength 
also rodces the physical mass which minimizes the 
initial heat content of the portions to be cooled. 

:3. The low temperature ductility must be 

sufficient to prevent brittle failre. 
. A low thernal conductivity is desirable to 

reduce the heat inflow throii;h the strt:ct.iral 
xaembers. 

A low iûitial heat content is desirable 
to minimize the heat that .ust be extracted durin 
cooldown. 

These proertles, althouh desirable and i soo oases 

essential, are not all attainable in one material. l'o date, 
Monel (67N1. - 30 Cu - l.4Fe), stainless steel type 310, 

and titaniva (6A1 - 4Va) have been successfully sed in 
low temperature applications. These naterials will be 
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evaliated in re(;ards to the foreo1ng list of desirable 

properties to determine the best material for use in this 

apparat s. 

Corrosion Fesistance 

Dunn:' operation some parts will, of necessity, be 

removed from the Dewar after each test. If the material 

is not corrocion resistant, moIsture from the atmosphere 

will condense on these parts and cause corrosion. All 

three materials under consideration have ¿ood corrosion 

resistance. 

Strength and Ductility 

Generally speaking the strenth of metals increases 

as temperat re is lowered. Ductility, however, becomes a 

problem at lower temperatures. 

It is well established that some materials which have 

good ductility at room temperature become extremely brittle 

at low temperatures. hile some materials demonstrate this 

ductile-to-brittle transition, other materials see:i to re- 

tain their ductility as the temperature is lowered. This 

temperature sensitivity, or 1acl of sensitivity, may be 

correlated with the lattice type. Generally speaking, 

materials having the body centered cubic stricture demon- 

strate a ductile-to-brittle transition. Other metals which 
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have the face centered cubic structure do not show a severe 

drop in ductility a the temperature is lowered. 

F1ure 8, page 53, depIcts a plain carbon steel (body 

centered cubic) artd shows the ductile-to-brittle transition 

in the elongation curves. A point worth rnontionin, here 

is the apparent approach of the yield strength to the 

ultimate strength as the temperature is lowered. Thie 

seems to be typical of materials exhibiting temperature 

sensitivity. It should be obvious that carbon steel is of 

little use in low temperature applications. 

Fiure 9, pace 59, shows the strength and ductility 

of a 310 stainless steel, which has a 

face-centered cubic structure, and a titanium alloy. In 

these metals there is no radical drop in elongation as 

temperature decreases. 

The yield strength for the stainless steel increases 

only slightly as the temperature decreases, whereas the 

yield strength of the titanium alloy increases consider- 

ably as temperature is lowered. ionel is not shown but it 

is similar to stainless steel and all three materials are 

good for low temperature application. 

Thermal Conductivi 

Heat is conducted io solids by two mechanisms: the 

thermally excited lattice vibrations, and the thermal 
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motion of free elections. In metals the pr1.ary mode of 

conduction is by thermal motions of the free electrons, and 

thermal conduction by lattice vibrations is negliible. 

Alloyirj will alter the thermal conductivity by producing 

lattice distortion8 which hinder the free movement of' the 

electrons. Âccordin].y, alloyed metals or metals havin 

few free electrons are ,enerally poor thermal condictors 

(20:343). 

tr.ìct.jral materials exhibiting low thermal conductiv- 

ities are shown in Fig re 10, page 61. The thermal con- 

ductivity for the titanium alloys is unavailable for 

temperatures below il0. Therefore, the curve for the 

titanium alloy was extrapolated (shown by the dotted line). 

As there is nothing to indicate a radical change in the 

thermal conductivity of titanium alloys at lower temper- 

atures, it is felt that this extrapolation is reasonable. 

In comparison to other metals, 1one1, stainless steel arid 

the titanium alloy have very low thermal conductivities and 

hence are excellent for low temperature applications. 0f 

these metals, stainless steel has the lowest thermal con- 

ductivity at liquid helium temperatures. 

Initial ileat 

The heat of vaporization of liquid helium is so low 

that it is essential to select a material with as low a 
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specific heat as possible to minimize he11m losses. To 

eval ate the materlaiB for this quality, a ood approxima-. 

tion is the total heat or enthalpy. The ational Bureau 

of ¿tardarda has pblished the enthalpies and specific 

heats for some of the more common materials. (10:4.112.1, 

4.132, 4.141, 4.292) The following table is a comparison 

of the enthalpios of several materials demonstrating low 

specific heats at low te:noeratnres. 

Table 1. Iitial heat or inthalpy of Five S.otal1ic 

:ater1aIs 

O-77°K 0_3000. 

Initial Heat Heat 
:ateria1 or Enthalpy or Enthalpy 

Copper 12.9 cal/cm3 170 cal/cm3 
Aluminum 6.05 cal/cm3 110 cal/cm3 
Titanium 6.85 cal/orn3 109 cal/cm3 
Iron 11.0 cal/cm3 144 cal/cm3 
Nickel 9.76 cal/cm3 176 cal/cm3 

Sduicéi 10:4.112.1, 4.132, 4.141, 4.282. 

Fipure of :erit 

Only metals with aood corrosion resistance and at 

least a little ductility at liquid helium toperatures have 

been evaluated. However, the strength, initial heats and 

thermal conductivities vary widely and therefore it is 

difficult to determine the best material with respect to 
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all of' these parameters. To objectively compare these 

parameters, f1ures of merit have been devised. 

The first f'içtre consists of the yield strength divided 

òy the thermal conä;ìctivity. As hi,h yield strerth arid 

low thermal condictivity are desirable, the hihest figure 

of merit represents the best aterial. 

, 
To evaluate the initial heat parameter a second fiLure 

of' merit is necessary. This figure consists of the yield 

strength divided by the enthalpy. Again, as high yield 

strength and low enthaipy are desirable, the highest figre 

of merit represents the best iateriai. 

Table 2 shows the thermal conductivity figure of merit 

for these three alloys at room temperature, 77.30K, and 

JI öOw 

Table 2. Thermal Conductivity Figure of Merit 

Thermal Con- 

.Iaterial RT 77.3°i 4.2°í 

Stainless Steel 40,000 60,000 70,000 
type 310 

:onel 26,000 48,000 65,000 
Titanium, 
6A1-4Va 106,000 212,000 250,000 

ateria1 RT 4.2°1 

Stainless Steel 
type 310 286 834 28,000 

.ionel 130 342 3,150 
Titani.uin 1,175 4,820 45,500 

140 72 2.5 

200 140 

90 44 5.5 
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Table 3 shows the initial heat figure of merit for the 

principal elements in each of the alloys beine considered. 

Table 3. Initial Heat Fi3ure of erit 

aterial 
yield 
Jtrenth 

4.2°K 

- 
Iriitial_Hat 

- Figure of 
erit 

4.2-77°I 4.2_3000 4.2-77°K 4.2-300°K 

ickel(onol 65,000 9.76 176 6.67x103 0.369x103 

Iroi (stain- 
loss steel) 70,000 11.0 144 6,37x103 0.486x103 

Titahium 250,000 6.85 109 36.5x103 2.29x103 

On the basis of the above considerations, the titani. ìna 

a11o> is corrosion resistant, has good ductility at 10 

temperatures and has the highest figure of uerit for both 

thermal coductivity and initial heat. The titanium alloy, 

then, is the best overall material and will be used wherever 

possible. tain1ess steel, althouh not as good as titanluiì, 

is still rar superior to most other rnetals for low toiper- 

ature applications, and in sorne cases i11 be used in this 

dosn because of ita availability in certain product foris 

or because of its better ductility at low temperatures. 
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DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

the desin of the column, tensile rod and both ni- 

versal joints is established by strength considerations. 

rherefore these components have been presented in detall, 

with the necessary drawings and calculations. 

The desin of the remaining components is dictated 
prlraarily by f nctlon and space considerations d by the 

machinin and fabrication requireaents. Drawings of these 

components are included but because strength is not a con- 
sideration no calculations or explanation accomanlos these 

drawings. 

Abbreviations and Desln Coflstants 

A = area in square inches 
D = solid diameter in inches 

OD = outside diameter in Inches 
ID = inside diameter in inches 
r = radius in inches 
h = thickness in inches 
L length in In ches 
t = wall thickness in inches 
p = load In pounds,--20,000 pound maximum 

cr critical Euler load in pounds 
I = moment of inertia in inch4 
E = modulus of elasticity or Young's odulus in 

potmds per square inch 
cY= nornal stress in pounds per inch squared 
o= yield strength in pounds per inch squared 
Id shear stress In pounds per inch squared 

(based on 2/3 of the yield strength) 
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Desin ateria1s 

fitaniura 

Yield strengths, 0 

at 4.2 250,000 psi 
at 77.3 190,000 psi 
at RT 130,000 psi 

Design Strength, Ö 

at 4.2°K 125,000 psi 
at 77.30K 95,000 psi 
at room tempera- 
ture (295°K) 65,000 psi. 

Shear Strength, 1 

at 4.2°K 83,400 psi 
at 77.30K 63,400 psi 
at room tempera- 
tare (2950K) 43,300 psi 

:odu1 or elasticity, E 

x io6 poi 

Staiiless Steel 

Yield Strenth, 

90,000 psi at all temperatures below 
room teiperature 

Design Strength, O- 

45,000 psi at all tem2eratures below 
room temperature 

Shear Strength, Id 

30,600 psi. t all temperatures below 
room temperatre 

Flodulus of' Elasticity, E 

29 x io6 psi 
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psin of the Compressive Colnìn 

The titanium alloy would be the best material for 

this component. iowever, titaiim tubing is not available 

at the present timo. Therefore, stainless steel, which Is 

available In tubular forn, has been used. The maximun 

o:tside diareter of the compressiva column has been estab- 

lished as 1 7/8 inches. 

Calculate the area: 

ji 

A = = 2OOO 0.445 In2 
û- 45,000 

Calculate the required Inside diameter of the tibe: 

A (OD2 - ID2) 

I D = 

ID = /35 - 0.566 

ID = 1.7]. in 

The required wall thickness: 

1.875 - 
2 

t = 0.0825 In 

A stainless stesi tube with an outside diameter of 

i 7/8 inches and a wall thickness of 0.0875 inches Is 'n- 

available. Therefore It was necessary to :se stainless 

tubin with a wall thickness of 0.125 Inches. 
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The norra1 stress in the new colimn Is: 

«_= . = 23,003 29,600 psi. 
o ,67) 

From 11, page 68, It is seen that the tensile 

rod applies the load at the bottom of the column. If it 

Is assumed that the upper end of the tensile rod is fixed 

where It leaves the column (I.e., free to rotate aboLit a 

point at the top of the colin), then the applied load will 

always act throih the centers of the colimn ends. This 

then is eqAvalent to a pin ended co1mn. 

The above simplification Is not conletely correct in 

that the tensile rod pivots about some point approximately 

6 inches above the top of the colian. However, the deflec- 

tion at the bottom of the column Is small; therefore the 

difference between the assumption that the colirnn is pinned 

at the top and the act.ìal condition is small by a hIher 

order, therefore neglIgIble. 

The sIenderìess ratio based on pin ended column will 

be: 

30 0 30 =47.4 
[T '0.275 0.631 

]0.69 

With this slenderness ratio the eccentricity as cal- 

c:ilated from the secant equation Is the contro1lin- factor 

rather than column action as defined by the E;tler eqat1on. 

If the worst possible eccentricity of 0.15 inches result- 

Ing from misalignment of the tensile rod at the ipper end 
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of the column is assumed the maximum stress fror the secant 

equation is: 
2O000 
0.695 

(o.15)(o.369) 30 
+ (0.302)2 0.802J (4)(9xl0G)(0.695T 

= 2,700 + O.24[ 

o'mx = 36,500 psi 

The yield strenßth for stainless steel is 90,000 psi; 

therefore the design factor becomes: 

D.F. 36,500 = 
90,000 

ihe maximum stress for the eccentricity of 0.15 from the 

secant equation is below the desin stress therefore the 

column is stable and will not buckle. 

Design 2. Lower Ball Socket Joint 

The material is stainless steel and the radius of 

curvature is 1.5 inches as shown in Figure 12, pase 70. 

I3ecase of the configuration, the maximum chord of the 

spherical sepnent is 1.625 in. The specimen is screwed 

into the center of the spherical segment, therefore this 

area will carry no load. If a sinosoidal load distribu- 

tioi is assumed over the bearing. area, the load at the 
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outer edge will be 92 per cent of the load at the inner 

edo. As this is very close to unity, a mifor loading. 

pattern will be assumed. 

The required area is: 

, P 20,000 2 = 
45,000 

0.445 in 

Two 3/16 inch diameter holes will be drilled throug1 

the spherical se«ment. 

Ti-is area of these holes is: 

A- 21D2 

A ___ 

A = 0.0552 in2 

The required bearing area uust be increased by this 

amount: 

A' = 0.445 + 0.0556 = 0.501 in2 

The inner diameter must be sufficiently large to pass 

the threads on the specimen. The diameter of the threads 

is 3/4 in, therefore the inner diameter is 7/8 in. Cal- 

culate the outer diameter of the spherical seat: 

OD = J '+ 
ID2 = 

J 

OD = J0.639 f 0.762 

(Th 
%JL/ 

_ - .-I-¼J Zj 

(4 (7/8)2 
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The outer diameter has been established as 1.624 in. 

because of the configuration. 'this is larger than the 

outer diameter of 1.13 in. required for strength, there- 

fore this desIgn is adeouate. 

Che&c for shear: 

Calculate the required shear area: 

A _2O,OOO_Q6. 2 

3O,6OO 
. 

In the seat the siear is critical at the outer ede. 

Calculate the necessary thichness ht: 

A =11'Dh 

h = 
'Tll) ('«) 

h = 0.125 in 

1eca'se of machining difficulties this will be made 0.25 in. 

3hear In the ball segment will be critical at the 

threads. Calculate the necessary thread length: 

A 0.654 = 0.332 in h 
ltD «(0.627) 

This then dictates the doaigx of the spherical segment as 

shown in Figure 12, page 70. 

Desiín 21: Jpper Universal Joint 

The upper universal joint consists of two yokes 

separated by a ball as shown in Figure 5, page 32. The 

ends of the yoIes are screwed into the adapter. 
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Ball. The ball is made of steel and has a design 

strength of 80,000 psi. 

Calculate the diameter of the ball: 

P 20,000 2 A 80,0OO = 0.250 in 

A 1T'oD2 -4 
OD fA .jkLO.250) 

= 

OD = 0.565 

í3ecaise of construction problers this has been made 

0.625 in OD. 

Yoke. Threads are the critical factor when designing 

equipment for low temperature use. Therefore, the threads 

on the yoke are the critical factor. The yokes are made of 

titanium. The design factor will be increased to three 

due to the threaded section. The required area in tension 

is: 

A = k9O00)(3) 0.241 in2 
2:y0,000 

The inner diameter is the same as the ball dianieter. 

There must be adequate clearance between the arms of 

the yokes to allow free movement. Therefore 6° is allowed 

between the arms on the lower yoke and the adjacent arms 

on the upper yoke. This then leaves two arms ori each yoke 

with an 84° included anale to carry the load. 
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ihe 3er ceit of a fi1l circle is: 

(84C)200) 
= 46.7 er cent 

The effective area iUt be increased by this factor. 

Calc1ate the otter diaiieter: 

A(1 + (i-0.467)) = 'OD2 - ID2) 

OD- /i3o.24iÇio 

OD = + 0.39 

OD = 0.93 in 

The root dia:neter of i 1/B NIF thread is 1.056 in. 

and has bee used for this component. 

ChocI for shear i the threads: 

The area requirec is: 

A- 20.J00 -0 24 2 
- 83,4Ö0 

only 46,7 per cent of the area is available, then: 

A' = (0.24 X 1.533) = 0.368 1i2 

The root dìaeLer of the 1 1/8 1iF thread is 1.056 

in. Then: 

A= ItDh 

A' 368 
= 0.111 in. 

- (l.056) 
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This has been increased to 3.35 in. 

Ada$ter. Ihe adapter is de of titanlim. The in- 

sido diameter is 1 1/8. tJsjn a design factor of three, 

calculate the oitside diameter: 

A (23,O33 (3) - 0 "4 
- (250,000) - 

OD + ID 

OD + (1.125)2 = \/0.306 + 1.26 

OD 1.25 in 

This was the maximum allowable diameter of the upper 

universal joint. Therefore this design is acceptable for 

both strength and diameter. 
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Desipn of the Tension Rod 

The lower end of the tension rod will be at the tea- 

perature of liquid holiirn, and the upper end will be at 

room teinporature. The material is titanium. 

The diameter required at 4.20 is: 

A 
20,000 = 0 16 in2 125,000 

D -'/- 14(0.16) \1r204 

D = 0.452 in. 

The diaieter required at 77.30K is: 

A ?0000 = 0.21 
95,000 

D 
f(4)(o.21Y = J0.267 

D = 0.516 in. 

The diameter required at room temperature is: 

A = 20,000 0.308 
6 5 , O 00 

D = 

D = 0.626 in. 

The lower portion of the rod has a diameter of 0.5 

inches. The diameter required at liquid nitrogen is only 

slightly 1arer. 

R. T. .3wirn has reported that the temperatre in the 

Dowar walls above a liquid helium bath romains fairly 
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close to 4.2°K, and that this condition extends to the 

point in the Dewar very close to a itroen reservoir 

or nitrogen shield (21:498). rrou this it may be con- 

cluded that the temperature of the tensile rod near tho 

nitrogen reservoir is close to 4.2°K. For this reason the 

rod will be designed as shovm in Figure 16, page 80. Be- 

cause the length of the rod that will be at the temperature 

of liquid nitroen is very short, only one step has been 

incorporated. 

Desîn of the Remaining Components 

The design of the remainder of the components is 

orimarily dictated by construction limitations or the con- 

figuration. Therefore the design drawings have been 

included without any discussion. 
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HELIJM CON5U{?TIO DUIUNG OPERATIO 

Corstants and abbreviations: 

Q = heat flow tri watts 
= mean thermal onductiïity 1r watts per cm de K 

A = area in square inches 
L lenth in inches 

i T = difference in temperature Oy 
V = volume or helium in liters 

V/hr = rate of helium loss in 1iter/hor 
M = volume of metal i cubic inches 

total Initial heat roquirin; reriova In calories 
= enthalopy or iitIa1 heat In cal/Cm-' approximate 

1. Calculate the helium consumed in cooling the column 

arid lower ball and socIet. The material is stemless 

steel. Only one-half cf the column will be cooled to 

the temperature of 11qui helium. 

- = 11 (oD2 - 1D2)L = 
4 4+ 

l.375)2 - (l.625)J (30) 

:3 7.23 cal/cia3 for iron between 77.30K - 

tot - (7.23 cal/cm3)(20.3 iri3)(2.54)3 

1tot = 1210 Ca]. 

The lower ball and socket. The material is stainless 

B teel. 

Lpprox = 
uuIID2 h = [05J 1.375 in3 

tot = 
(7.23 cal/c-)(l.373 1n3)(2.54)3 

t0t = 163 cal 
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Total heat requ1rng removal: 

tot = 1210 1o3 = 1373 cal 

The helium consumption is 

'Ï = (1373 cal) 
cHe 

- 
ut 

0.65 cal 1000 cm 

V = 2.12 lIter 

2. Calc'ilate trie hell im consumed due to the heat con- 

duetod down the column: 

A = - i_ a. 

= 0.045 ratt 
cm0K (26:186) 

A = 0.675 

= 770K - 4°K = 730K 

L = 15 In 

watts O.67Q!(7.oK)(254 , 
Q. = (0.045 cm°K' 15 in 

Q. = 0.374 watt 

The helium consumed is: 

_______ cm3He liter 
V/hr = (0.374 watt) o.65 cal 1000 crn 

V/hr = 0.495 

3. Calculate the helium consumed in cooling the tensile 

rod and the attached equipment. The material is titanium. 

Only one-half of the wall will be cooled to 4.2°K. 
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Pensile Rod = 2.16 in3 appx 

fpper Universal 
joint 'apnx = 2.94 in3 

$peciinen Mappx 0.6 
- 

in3 

totai = 5.70 in3 

The initial heat is: 
F - 4 0cal - .5-,. (10:1.141) 

0111 - 

ca1)( = (5.70 in3) (4.58 .,54 )3 

= 428 cal 

The heliwn consumed is then: 

V = (428 ca1)(3 )(liter 
) 

0.65 cal 1000 crn- 

V = 0.658 liter 
4. Calculate the helium consumed due to the heat con- 

ducted down the tensile rod. Phe material is titanium. 

A = ____ = _______ = 0.196 in3 

L. = 20 inches 

The mean thermal conductivity of titanium will be 

approximated at 0.048 between '77.3K and 4.20K. 

= (0.048 watt)(o.196 ifl3)(731O1)(254) 
cm°K 20 in 

c = 0.0875 watts 

The helium consumption is: 
V/hr = (0 .0875 Tatts) (860 cal) 

( 
0m3}Je ) ( _ liter 

t r Oài 1000 cm 

V/hr = 0.1155 liter/hour 
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3. Calculate the normal Dewar storage loss. Linde has 

estimated that tne storage losses for a 50 liter Dewar with 

a two inch diameter neck will be ap)roximately 10 per cent 

per day. If this Dewar Is compared to a conventional 

Dewar with a 5/8 inch diameter neck it is found that the 

additional losses will result from the material conduetin 

more heat throth the increased area in the neck. All 

other factors will remain essentially the saine. As the 

conventIonal Dewars have a storage loss of only two per 

cent çer day it is possible that l4nde's estimate of 10 per 

cent is a little hih. 

if a coniparteon of the heat conducted through the 

necks of both Dewars is nade, lt will be possible to 

determine if iinde's approximation is reasonable. 

The wall thic.neea of both necks will be assumed to 

be 0.0156 inch thick stainless steel. The len6th will be 

18 inches and the temperature difference will be from 

room temperature to 4.2°K (300°K - 4.2°K orT = 295.8°K). 

Calculate the heat transfer throuh the two inch 

diameter neck. =T 
9 

A = 0.0l56fl2 = 0.098 irr 

) for stainless steel between 3000K and 4.20K 

.2watt, 
is 0.lO. -v- . 1.2 :186) 
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= (C.103 wat) 82 (295.8°K)(2.54) 

Q, = 0.42 watt 

The helium consumption is then: 

-/ 1' 
m CR) i J iter Vhr = (O. att)(3Flrwatt) b-1 '1000 cu3 

V/hr = 0.55 1iter/hor 

Calculate the heat transfer through the 5/8 inch dia- 

meter neck. 

A = 0.0l561t5/8 

A = 0.0306 in2 

Q = (0.103 Watts)(Q0O6ifl2)(9S8oK)(2S4C) 

Q = 0.131 watt 

The helium consumption is then 

7 
S cal ,omae iiter 

'V = (o . 13]. watt) J50 watt hr O 5 1' ' Iö0ó cm3 

V = 0.173 liter/hr 

The helium losses rer day are: 

V2 = (o.550)(24) = 13.35 liter/day 
V5,8 = (0.173)(24) = 4.15 liter/day 

In actual practice a conventional Dewar with a 5/3 

inch c1ameter neck woild lose aproxirnate1y one liter 

per day total. rhis indicates that the calculated helium 

loss for the Dewar with the 5/8 inch neck is somewhat in 

error. ïhis shows that there is an appreciable difference 
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between theory arid practice, which nìay result from a 

variety of unknowns, one of which wold be the transfer 

of heat froci the walls of the neck t the escaping 

These values must then be corrected to reflect the true 

perfornarce, y dividin3 both values by 4,15, the losses 

becorio more reasonable, 

V2 = 3.22 liter/day 

V51. = I liter/day 

The storage efficie'ìcy 19 then: 

= = 6.44 per cent 
50 

= = 2 oer cent 
50 - 

From this it may be concluded that Linde's approxima- 

tion is quite hth, and a more 1oical fiure would be 

something on the order of' 6.5 per cent per day. 


